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Intracellular delivery of advanced therapeutics, including biologicals and supramolecular agents, is complex because of
the natural biological barriers that have evolved to protect the cell. Efficient delivery of therapeutic nucleic acids, proteins,
peptides and nanoparticles is crucial for clinical adoption of emerging technologies that can benefit disease treatment
through gene and cell therapy. Nanoneedles are arrays of vertical high-aspect-ratio nanostructures that can precisely
manipulate complex processes at the cell interface, enabling effective intracellular delivery. This emerging technology has
already enabled the development of efficient and non-destructive routes for direct access to intracellular environments
and delivery of cell-impermeant payloads. However, successful implementation of this technology requires knowledge of
several scientific fields, making it complex to access and adopt by researchers who are not directly involved in developing
nanoneedle platforms. This presents an obstacle to the widespread adoption of nanoneedle technologies for drug delivery.
This tutorial aims to equip researchers with the knowledge required to develop a nanoinjection workflow. It discusses the
selection of nanoneedle devices, approaches for cargo loading and strategies for interfacing to biological systems and
summarises an array of bioassays that can be used to evaluate the efficacy of intracellular delivery.

Efficient intracellular delivery of some therapeutics,
including gene-editing tools (e.g., CRISPR–Cas9 and
transposons), nucleic acids (e.g., DNA, mRNA and

siRNA), peptides and proteins (e.g., enzymes and antibodies)
and supramolecular agents (e.g., nanoparticles), is challenging
and has been attempted by using a plethora of viral, chemical
and physical delivery approaches1,2. These delivery routes can
achieve satisfactory delivery efficiency, but their efficacy is
typically limited to specific cargo and cell/tissue types. This has
hampered progress toward wide-scale adoption of gene- and
cell-based therapy.

Nanoinjection, the process of intracellular delivery by using
nanoneedles, is a physical delivery method that efficiently
negotiates local biobarriers with minimal cellular perturbation
and invasiveness and hence is well suited as a universal plat-
form for intracellular delivery3–5. Nanoinjection is a versatile
approach, with high biocompatibility and low safety concerns
that can be applied to a broad range of cargoes uniformly

across biological systems6,7. Nanoneedles are generally not
harmful to cells, including when interfacing with sensitive
cells such as primary neurons, cardiomyocytes and immune
cells8–11. Nanoneedles can co-deliver multiple cargoes in quanti-
tative ratios with temporal and spatial control12,13. Nanoinjection
improves plasmid DNA (pDNA) transfection efficiency over
conventional approaches in many hard-to-transfect cells, includ-
ing those that have exited the cell cycle14–16. Thus, cells in sus-
pension, hard-to-transfect primary cells and tissues are all
functional therapeutic targets for nanoinjection17–19.

Nevertheless, establishing the interfaces between nano-
needles and mammalian living cells/tissues necessary for effi-
cient intracellular delivery is challenging20. In this tutorial, we
discuss the four factors that determine the efficacy of
nanoinjection: the nanoneedle device, the cargo type and its
loading/releasing mechanism, the recipient biological system
and the interfacing modality. Appropriate assays to evaluate
the effectiveness and performance of nanoinjection are also
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discussed. It is important to consider all five of these factors
when establishing the workflow of individual nanoinjection
experiments (Fig. 1).

Nanoneedle devices
Nanoneedles are high-aspect-ratio nanoscale materials that
generate a tight interface with the cell membrane to mediate
intracellular delivery. Nanoneedle devices can be categorized
into solid, porous or hollow devices. Within these categories,
there are diverse one-dimensional (vertically configured)
nanostructures that can serve as nanoneedles: nanowires14,21,22,
nanopillars23–25, nanocones18,26,27, nanostraws28–30, nanotubes13,31

and their electroactive analogs32–34 (Fig. 2).

Types of nanoneedle devices
Solid nanoneedles
Vertically aligned nanowires emerged as the first class of
nanoneedles and are typically simple to manufacture and use
(Fig. 2a)35,36. Nanowires are readily fabricated from numerous
types of semiconductors14,21,22,37 and metals38 by using well-
established nano- and microfabrication processes derived from
the semiconductor industry. Many of these processes yield
arrays of very uniform structures, enabling precise control over
the average spacing, diameter and length, which are critical

parameters when optimizing intracellular delivery39,40. Con-
trolling these parameters determines the mechanical properties
of the nanowires, in particular their rigidity (elastic mod-
ulus)41. More rigid structures have higher cargo-delivery effi-
ciency, but a degree of flexibility minimizes mechanical
breakage from user-applied and cell-based forces. Because of
their high aspect ratio (>10), nanowires can be susceptible to
breakage at the wire–substrate and wire–cell interfaces, espe-
cially when exposed to significant shear forces either from the
cell or from mechanically assisted nanoinjection. Thus,
although nanowires are well suited as a substrate for sponta-
neous interfacing with both adherent and suspension cells, they
are less suitable for mechanically assisted interfacing with cells
and tissues. Solid nanopillars (Fig. 2b)24,42,43 and nanocones
(Fig. 2c)18,32 have wider bases and are thus more resistant to
shear stress, reducing shear-induced breakage and broadening
the applicability of solid nanoneedles. Nanopillars achieve
superior mechanical stability through their more-favorable
aspect ratio (<10), while nanocone geometry in addition
achieves more-favorable force distribution. Owing to their
improved geometry, nanopillars and, particularly, nanocones
are better suited to withstand forceful interfacing with cells and
tissues. The tip size of nanoneedles is extremely important for
effective interfacing, with sharper tips enhancing delivery
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Fig. 1 | The five key factors determining a nanoinjection workflow. a, Nanoneedle devices. Nanoinjection can use four types of devices: solid, porous
and hollow nanoneedles and their electroactive analogues. b, Cargoes. Nanoinjection can deliver a broad range of cargoes including double-stranded
DNA (dsDNA, at the top) and then clockwise, siRNA, nanoparticles, antibodies, plasmids and proteins. c, Biological systems. Nanoinjection can target
adherent or suspension cells in culture and cells at the surface of tissues. d, Interfacing. Appropriate interfacing effectively negotiates local biological
barriers (central platform) for the efficient intracellular delivery of the cargo. Numerous factors—from the nature of the nanoneedle device to the
strategy of interfacing—determine the robustness of the interface. e, Evaluation. The efficacy of nanoinjection is determined by assessing five aspects:
interfacing and delivery (illustrated in the scheme) as well as compatibility, response and function.
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efficiency and reducing cytotoxicity44. Nanowires can effec-
tively minimize tip size at the expense of mechanical stability,
whereas nanopillars can strike a balance between mechanical
stability and nanoinjection effectiveness. Nanocones have both
sharp tips and wide bases, giving efficiency and stability;
however, fabrication is more complex, and the uniformity of
the device can be reduced.

Porous nanoneedles
Porous nanoneedles (Fig. 2, d and e) have been manufactured
only from porous silicon (pSi)26,39, a material with controllable
mesoporosity (pore-size distribution in the 3–50-nm range)
obtained by wet-etching bulk Si substrates45,46. The combina-
tion of bioresorbability and controlled release makes porous
nanoneedles ideally suited for in vivo applications, because it
reduces the likelihood of chronic side effects while enabling

temporary interfacing and longer-term implantation26. Bior-
esorbability enables reversible and temporary interfaces, which
minimize permanent nonspecific phenotypical changes in the
target cells47. Applications where sustained release of cargo is
required are handled well by porous nanoneedles, whereas
hollow nanoneedles are more versatile with respect to cargo
type and integration within electroactive devices. The proper-
ties of pSi are highly tunable, enabling precise engineering of
key functionalities (e.g., biodegradation and cargo-release
kinetics) for porous nanoneedles39,48–50.

Fabricating porous nanopillars and nanocones is not sig-
nificantly more complex than for their solid counterparts.
Indeed, using metal-assisted chemical etching (MACE), which
generates high-aspect-ratio pSi nanostructures in a single
step51, produces nanocones and nanopillars with tunable
porosity, with the advantage of simpler manufacturing, a more
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Fig. 2 | Scanning electron microscopy images of nanoneedle devices and their interfacial interactions with adherent cells. a, Gallium phosphate
nanowires fabricated by metal organic vapor phase epitaxy, interfacing with primary mouse retinal cells35,36. b, Quartz nanopillars fabricated by
reactive ion etching (RIE), interfacing with HL-1 cells42. c, Metallized Si-on-insulator nanocones fabricated by RIE, interfacing with primary rat cortical
cells32. d, Porous Si nanopillars fabricated by metal-assisted chemical etching (MACE), interfacing with human dental-pulp stem cells39. e, Porous Si
nanocones fabricated by MACE, interfacing with HeLa cells26. f, Alumina nanostraws fabricated by atomic layer deposition on a nanoporous template
followed by RIE, interfacing with CHO cells30. g, Si nanotubes fabricated by deep RIE, interfacing with GPE86 mouse embryonic fibroblast cells13.
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cost-efficient synthesis path and higher throughput than many
of their conventional solid counterparts52,53.

Hollow nanoneedles
The most common class of hollow nanoneedles (Fig. 2f)
is an array of nanostraws connected to a macroscopic reser-
voir30. The reservoir can simply be the bottom well of a
transwell30 or a microfluidic compartment capable of handling
complex fluid exchanges54,55. The compartmentalization of
cargo in a reservoir makes it simple for nanostraws to deliver
different cargoes sequentially and, on the basis of spatial
localization, deliver cargoes to specific cell subpopulations
within a culture. Because nanostraws do not rely on physi-
sorption (physical adsorption), this setup enables cargo flow to
the intracellular environment (solely or in conjugation with
electroporation), which enables a broader range of cargo types
to be transported.

Because of fabrication constraints, the outer diameter of
nanostraws is significantly larger than that typically required
for effective delivery by other nanoneedles; thus, nanostraws
are commonly used in their electroactive forms, by using
nanoelectroporation for efficient delivery34. However, although
nanostraws enable broader versatility and spatial control over
cargo delivery, they have a complex manufacturing process and
require more labor-intensive handling34.

Nanotubes (Fig. 2g) are a relatively new class of hollow
nanoneedles, which host cargoes within their central cavity13.
Fabrication of nanotubes is achieved via e-beam lithography
(EBL), followed by deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). Typically,
nanotube fabrication offers precision but requires more
advanced nanofabrication tools than nanostraws.

Electronic integration
Nanoneedle functionality can be improved by electronic inte-
gration. Solid and hollow nanoneedles from conductive
materials (metals or semiconductors) can be integrated within
electronic devices to establish patterned circuits. Nanoneedle
sidewalls are often insulated with an oxide layer, leaving only
the conductive tips exposed32. In a process called nanoelec-
troporation, an electrical field applied to the nanoneedles
induces localized electroporation of the cell membrane in
contact with the nanoneedles10,34. Nanoneedle geometry
determines the strength, localization, shape and density of the
induced electric fields, which in turn controls the efficiency and
toxicity of the nanoelectroporation56,57. Nanoelectroporation
can significantly enhance delivery efficiency and improve the
degree of control, by enabling transient and on-demand access
to the intracellular environment12,58.

Advanced electronic integration can control nanoneedles
individually or in small groups within large arrays. This
enables individual cells to be manipulated in a combinatorial
fashion within large populations59. For nano-bioelectronics,
this is a transformative technology; in our context, integration
allows localized nanoelectroporation for nanoneedle-mediated
delivery to small groups of cells and in complex patterns12.
Nanostraws particularly benefit from integration with nanoe-
lectroporation, which gives temporal and spatial control of
cargo transfer for timed and repeated delivery.

Substrates
Because of their prevalence in the semiconductor industry,
nanoneedle substrates (e.g., silicon, III-V semiconductors and
metals) are both rigid and opaque. Rigid substrates are well
suited for cell interfacing because they are simple to handle and
act as stable supports during transfer. Because substrate sta-
bility ensures uniform distribution of forces, rigid substrates
facilitate mechanical interfacing across all cells in a culture or
within a tissue60. Rigid substrates are beneficial in many tissue-
interfacing applications; although it might at first seem coun-
terintuitive, their rigidity coupled with the natural flexibility of
tissue is an advantage for conformal interfacing26. These con-
siderations also apply to most tissue explants, which have
relatively flat surfaces, and to applications for skin and most
internal organs. Relatively rigid or curved tissues can instead
benefit from nanoneedles on a flexible substrate, such as in
ophthalmological applications27. Using rigid substrates reduces
the reproducibility of mechanically assisted interfacing of
nanoneedles with cell monolayers, which typically occurs via
centrifugation. In this approach, the cell monolayer is sand-
wiched between two rigid substrates, the nanoneedle array and
the culture plate, and the presence of solid particulate or
multilayered regions of cells at the interface can prevent con-
sistent interfacing across extended regions.

Opaque substrates such as silicon require imaging to be
undertaken through the interfacing cells or tissue. This can
restrict the magnification, working distance and numerical
aperture available for live and longitudinal imaging of cells
interacting with nanoneedles. Transparent substrates such as
quartz glass are significantly more convenient for real-time
assessment by fluorescence microscopy of interfacing efficacy,
cell viability and culture monitoring, and for studying dynamic
cellular processes at the nanoneedle interface, including
endocytosis, actin reorganization and membrane protein
dynamics24,43,61–65.

Manufacturing nanoneedles
Numerous nanofabrication approaches are available for man-
ufacturing nanoneedles (Fig. 3). The complexity of manu-
facture varies considerably, with some methods requiring
customized equipment and considerable manufacturing
expertise. Generally, the more complex methods enable greater
control over nanoneedle characteristics.

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD): nanowires
CVD approaches, including vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) deposi-
tion, molecular-beam epitaxy and metal organic chemical
vapor deposition, are well established for fabricating vertical
solid semiconductor nanowires (Fig. 3a)66–68. These approa-
ches use catalytic islands to mediate preferential deposition of a
material from the gas phase. In VLS, silicon nanowire Au
nanoparticle catalysts of defined diameter are formed on a
substrate, which is then heated in a tube furnace above the
eutectic temperature for the Si–Au alloy69. The nanoparticle
density governs the density of nanowire growth, while nano-
particle size determines nanowire diameter70. Temperature and
silane gas flow determine the rate and anisotropy of nanowire
growth, ultimately influencing the height and aspect ratio.
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Fig. 3 | Key steps for six common nanoneedle fabrication methods and representative scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images. The steps are
depicted from left to right, with an SEM image of the result at right. a, Vapor-liquid-solid chemical vapor deposition (CVD) Si nanowires68. Au seeds
are deposited on the substrate; Au seeds are exposed to silane precursor in a controlled environment, catalyzing formation of supersaturated Au–Si
alloy close to the eutectic temperature; Si precipitated from the supersaturated alloy generates Si nanowires, resulting in a CVD Si nanowire. b, RIE of
quartz nanopillars65. An array of holes is established via photolithography, for desired nanopillar size and geometry; metal deposition via
photolithographic masks followed by lift-off forms an array of disks for desired nanopillar geometry; RIE selectively removes the quartz that is not
protected by the metal layer; metal etchant removes the metal coating, resulting in quartz nanopillars. c, Deep RIE of Si nanotubes13. e-beam resist is
coated onto a Si substrate; rings are defined by e-beam lithography; rings remain after development of the exposed photoresist; deep RIE removes
unmasked Si, resulting in Si nanotubes. d, MACE of porous nanopillars39. Nanosphere colloidal lithography and size reduction via oxygen plasma
determine nanosphere geometry; metal (e.g., Au) is line-of-sight deposited through the nanosphere mask to generate a catalytic layer for MACE;
nanospheres are removed to create circular holes, protecting the porous nanopillars from catalytic etching; MACE etching in HF–H2O2 generates the
structures, resulting in porous nanopillars. e, RIE–MACE for porous nanocones26. A Si3N4 protective layer is deposited; photolithography defines the
layer to protect the nanoneedle positioning; electroless deposition produces a layer of MACE catalyst (e.g., Ag dendrites) in HF solution; MACE
etching in HF–H2O2 generates porous nanopillar structures; REI shapes the nanopillar structures into cones, resulting in porous Si nanocones. f, RIE of
nanostraws30. A track-etched membrane is used as a substrate; atomic layer deposition deposits a uniform layer of Al2O3 on all surfaces of the track-
etched membrane; RIE of Al2O3 removes the topside layer; RIE of the track-etched membrane exposes the Al2O3 coating the pores, to form the
nanostraws. Images adapted with permission; ref. 68 for a; ref. 65 for b; ref. 13 for c; ref. 39 for d; ref. 26 for e; ref. 30 for f.
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Thus, tuning these synthesis parameters can, to some extent,
control the key geometric aspects required for efficient
nanoinjection.

Precise control over the size, positioning and density of
the catalysts is complex but required to control both
precise placement and growth of nanowires in a desired
vertical configuration. The density of seeds can be easily
controlled by various accessible wet-deposition processes71.
Precise positioning of the seed needs an advanced
lithographic approach such as EBL, which is not widely
available. Seed size and nanowire growth conditions determine
the final aspect ratio. CVD is reliable and scalable as an
industrial platform, but nanoneedle manufacturing requires
CVD reactors, which are expensive and not available in all
laboratory settings.

Reactive ion etching (RIE): nanopillars, nanocones and
nanotubes
RIE is a highly reproducible and scalable approach for gen-
erating solid nanoneedles, requiring access to specialized
equipment72. It combines the physical sputtering and chemical
etching of reactive ion plasmas to pattern trenches at the
micro- and nanoscale (Fig. 3b,c)13,65. The semiconductor
industry has developed widely established approaches for
precise RIE processing of semiconductors and oxides, includ-
ing opaque materials such as silicon18 and transparent mate-
rials such as silicon dioxide24 and diamond73. These
approaches yield highly uniform nanoneedles with fine control
over etching rate, the shape of the etched trenches and surface
roughness.

Definition of the size, geometry and density of the nano-
needles generated by RIE requires a lithography patterning step
that uses EBL65, nanosphere lithography (NSL)74 or photo-
lithography. EBL is highly reproducible, with precise posi-
tioning and size down to <10 nm, but is limited by very low
throughput and the need for complex and scarce equipment.
NSL gives control down to 50–100 nm and spacing between a
few nanometers up to 5 µm. NSL is simple, inexpensive and
available in all laboratory settings but is limited to disc shapes
and hexagonal close-packing arrangements, with less uni-
formity and reproducibility of features than other approaches.
Photolithography offers great flexibility in the patterns it can
generate, is capable of high throughput and is batch-to-batch
reproducible. Contact photolithography is widely available in
almost all microfabrication cleanrooms and can reach resolu-
tions down to ~0.5 µm. Projection photolithography needs
significantly more sophisticated equipment that is not widely
available but provides nanoscale resolution of size and spacing
(20–40 nm).

Starting from disc-shaped lithographic patterns, it is pos-
sible to achieve high-aspect-ratio nanoneedles by using DRIE
approaches, which take advantage of high-density inductively
coupled plasma generators. Controlling key etching parameters
such as gas ratio, chamber pressure and temperature, can
produce nanopillars or nanocones with precise control over tip
size and sharpness75. Alternatively, nanorings with controlled
inner and outer diameters via EBL followed by DRIE can
produce nanotubes13.

MACE: nanowires, nanopillars and nanocones
MACE is a simple, low-cost, broadly accessible and versatile
approach for obtaining Si nanowires, nanopillars (Fig. 3d)39

and nanocones (Fig. 3e)26, both porous and non-porous51,76–78.
MACE is the only approach for wet anisotropic etching of Si. It
relies on localized dissolution of Si in an aqueous solution of
hydrofluoric acid (HF) and an oxidant (typically H2O2) in the
presence of a metal catalyst79,80. It requires initial deposition of
a thin discontinuous layer of a noble metal on a Si substrate.
During MACE, the Si is selectively etched underneath the
metal layer, leaving behind Si nanostructures, which can be
solid or porous depending on etching conditions. The key
etching parameters are concentration of etchant composition
(HF and oxidant), type of metal catalyst used and intrinsic
resistivity of the Si substrate51,81. Together, these parameters
determine the etch rate that controls the height, aspect ratio
and degree of porosity of the resulting nanoneedles.

Nanowires are the simplest structure manufacturable with
MACE. They can easily be obtained by depositing a dis-
continuous random layer of nanoparticles by electroless
deposition from a metal salt in solution46,51. Typically,
deposition of silver nanoparticles from silver nitrite is prefer-
able, because the silver forms dendritic structures that give rise
to dense forests of thin nanowires/nanoplatelets82. Controlling
the parameters of silver deposition determines nanowire den-
sity and average dimensions but gives close control over nei-
ther parameter. It is common to combine MACE with
lithography to define nanostructure geometry and spacing, to
obtain ordered arrays of solid or porous nanopillars and
nanocones without the need for complex RIE instruments52.

Nanocones can also be obtained by manufacturing
nanopillars via a combination of lithography and MACE fol-
lowed by RIE, to produce cones from the pillar structures. By
combining MACE, NSL53,83,84, self-assembly of soft nano-
particles (microgels) at water–oil interfaces83,85 and evapora-
tion/sputtering deposition, it is possible to adjust the design
and growth of nanopillar arrays. Integrating and combining
bottom-up (NSL) and top-down (MACE) approaches is a
low-cost, rapid and easy-to-implement route to fabricate
nanoneedles that is accessible to most laboratories and can
be easily scaled up46.

Conformal nanopore coating: nanostraws
Nanostraws are typically prepared in a multistep process
consisting of atomic layer deposition (ALD) of materials
on a track-etched membrane template, followed by RIE
(Fig. 3f)29,30. This approach can manufacture nanostraws only
from specific nonconductive metal oxides such as Al2O3, ZnO
and TiO2

54,86,87. ALD conformally deposits the metal-oxide
layer over the membrane surface, including the embedded
nanopores, by using organometallic gaseous reagents and water
vapor as precursors. After deposition, RIE etching removes the
deposited metal-oxide layer from the membrane’s top surface,
exposing the underlying polymer. Oxygen plasma etching then
partially removes the polymer membrane, and nanostraws
emerge from the place where the membrane pores were
originally located. These nanofabrication steps are well
established, and their process parameters can be precisely
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controlled, enabling a fine degree of control over the key
geometric aspects of nanostraws.

Nanoporous polycarbonate or polyester membranes are
widely used track-etched membranes, which are commercially
available and have a stochastic arrangement of nanopores that
yields randomly distributed nanostraws. The average pore
density and pore diameter of the membrane determine the
required density and outer diameter of the nanostraws, gen-
erally with customizable heights ranging from ~0.5 to 3 μm.
ALD defines the thickness of the nanostraw walls and thus the
internal diameters. ALD is capable of extreme precision,
because it deposits only 1 Å of material per cycle. The oxygen
plasma process determines the height of the nanostraws. ALD
requires costly equipment and gaseous organometallic reagents
and is a time-consuming process for depositing thicker layers.
Electroplating can replace ALD to conformally deposit metals
or conductive polymers such as Pt, Au and poly(3,4-ethyle-
nedioxythiophene) onto nanoporous membranes34,88; an ana-
logous RIE etching strategy then generates conductive
nanostraws. Nanostraw wall thickness can be tuned via dura-
tion of electroplating and concentration of electroplating
solution. Electroplating is significantly simpler, less costly and
more broadly accessible than ALD.

Flexible and transparent substrates
Substrate transfer is a widely adopted approach to manufacture
nanoneedles on flexible and transparent substrates27,89–91. Typical
recipient substrates include polymers such as poly-
dimethylsiloxane, polystyrene, polycaprolactone, polyvinyl acetate
and polylactic-co-glycolic acid, which are flexible and can be
transparent92. However, the substrate transfer process limits the
range of nanoneedle geometries, because asymmetric structures
such as nanocones and some nanotubes and nanopillars are not
well suited to substrate transfer. Fabricating inverted nanocones
enables their surface transferability but imposes limits on minimal
tip size, which can affect delivery efficiency and cytocompat-
ibility27,90. Substrate transfer processes can be labor intensive,
have limited reproducibility and degrade the quality of the ori-
ginal nanostructures, particularly in a laboratory setting. Nanos-
traws can be manufactured directly on track-etched membranes,
which are flexible and can be transparent. Silicon dioxide nano-
pillars and nanocones are inherently transparent24,43,61–65.
Nanoneedles can be replica-moulded into polymeric materials,
which are flexible and can be transparent93,94; this process sig-
nificantly reduces their rigidity, which can compromise their
efficacy as nanoinjection systems.

Cargoes
Nanoneedles typically negotiate the cell membrane and occa-
sionally subcellular biobarriers (e.g., the nuclear envelope) to
enable their cargoes to be presented in their functional form in
specific intracellular compartments56,57,95. The following fea-
tures enable nanoneedles to transfer a wide range of cargoes:
● Their tunable structure, which comprises hollow inner
cavities96, a controllable degree of porosity and integrated
microscopic reservoirs97, enables numerous strategies of
loading, co-loading and release, adapted to the characteristics
of individual cargo types4,5.

● Their surface functionalization provides both high cytocom-
patibility and tunable loading and release98–100.

● Their capacity to simultaneously interface with a large number
of cells enables high throughput and co-delivery of quantitative
cargo ratios12,13.
The combination of these features enables near-universal

in vitro and even in vivo cargo nanoinjection58,101–105 (see Sup-
plementary Table 1 for a summary of cargoes nanoinjected into
biological systems in the literature). The physical properties of the
nanoneedles, the surface chemistry of the nanoneedles and the
chemical composition of the cargoes all need to be optimized to
ensure efficient loading, release and delivery of cargo.

Physical properties of nanoneedles
Each physical parameter of the nanoneedles, on its own or in
combination, determines the efficacy of cargo loading and
release, interfacial interactions and intracellular delivery106–108.
The nanoneedles’ tunable topological configurations enable
versatility in loading, co-loading and release of diverse cargo
types90,108–111. Hollow nanoneedles offer greater loading sur-
face area than solid nanoneedles, and higher spatiotemporal
delivery resolution, while reducing cellular invasiveness112. The
unique device configuration and its specific mechanical prop-
erties are the key to gaining greater flexibility in controlling
cargo loading and release, increasing device performance113;
for example, electroactive hollow nanostraws allow precise
dosage control for cargo release and delivery in response to
electric-field modulation, and for hollow nanotubes, cargo
release is underpinned by diffusive processes97. Tunability of
overall surface porosity in porous nanoneedles is important
both for cargo loading and to determine the degradation rate of
the nanoneedles46. Essentially, the cargo loading approach
depends on the class of nanoneedle device.

Solid nanoneedles
Electrostatic interactions regulate direct absorption of cargo
and subsequent release from a solid nanoneedle surface.
Cleavable tethers (covalent conjugation) are available to con-
trol the delivery profile114. The effect of non-porous surface
(and thus the relatively low surface area) in combination with a
lack of cargo reservoir limit control over the total amount of
cargo that can be loaded, so they are most suitable for rapid,
one-time delivery14,60.

Porous nanoneedles
These combine biocompatibility, biodegradability and high
payload capacity. The tunable porosity of pSi provides a large
specific surface area, allowing greater cargo loading than solid
nanoneedles115,116. This capacity makes porous nanoneedles
ideal for sustained delivery of concentrated cargoes. Simply
through physisorption, porous nanoneedles can accumulate
>300 times the payload than their solid counterparts.
The mesoporous structure enables tailored, sustained payload
release over hours to weeks46,116.

Hollow nanoneedles
Nanostraws are typically connected to a microfluidic reservoir
underneath that contains the cargo solution. This enables
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repeated loading and co-loading of multiple types of cargoes
without prior surface functionalization, as well as sequential
loading of different cargoes12,30,54. Thus, nanostraws are ideal
for obtaining and maintaining parallel, long-term cellular
interfacing, enabling sustained or repeated cycles of intracel-
lular delivery for the same or different cargoes117. Nanostraws
can control the inflow and outflow of a cargo-containing
solution and can simultaneously modulate cell membrane
permeability. In particular, the internal hollow structure of a
hybrid nanostraw–nanoelectroporation platform allows con-
trol of the timing and amount of cargo delivery through a
combination of diffusive and electrophoretic processes, with
the latter dominant in the presence of nanoelectroporation.
Newly developed nanotubes can host cargoes in an inner cavity
instead of a macroscopic reservoir, which allows loading and
co-loading of diverse cargo types without prior surface
functionalization13.

Surface functionalization of nanoneedles
Surface functionalization of nanoneedle devices can increase
control of loading and release of cargo and modulate bio-
compatibility and biodegradability100.

Surface functionalization of nanoneedles governs the
interaction between the device and the cargo as well as with the
targeted biological system99,118. Surface chemistry can be
engineered to increase the amount of cargo loaded onto
nanoneedles, either by exploiting non-covalent immobilization
(such as transient electrostatic interactions, which favor cargo
association) or through covalent bonding (such as static or
preferably cleavable tethers that anchor the cargo to the sur-
face)17,95,119,120. Electrostatic interactions are effective for rapid
cargo release and delivery, because the interaction can be
modulated to release cargo when it is exposed to physiological
conditions121. For non-covalent immobilization of nucleic acid
payloads, the nanoneedle surface can be functionalized with
polyelectrolytes such as polyethyleneimine, poly-ornithine and
poly-D/L-lysine39,122. Such adhesion-mediating molecules can
coat the nanoneedles and create a positively charged layer
(polycation at physiological pH), which electrostatically binds
negatively charged biomolecules such as nucleic acids123.
Similarly, silanization of the nanoneedle surface with a posi-
tively charged (protonated) aminosilane enables non-covalent
(electrostatic) binding of nucleic acids14,26,124.

Alternatively, cargoes can be covalently bound to nano-
needle arrays. Covalent linkers retain cargoes on the nano-
needles indefinitely (static) or until severed by either an
environmental or an external stimulus125. This approach pro-
motes cargo presentation to the desired intracellular com-
partment but can reduce delivery efficiency, particularly for
non-cleavable linkers. Hydrosilylation reactions are performed
by using various routes: a stable Si–C surface obtained by
hydrosilylation can provide various organic functional groups,
such as carboxylic acid and ester groups, for further bio-
conjugation126–129. By contrast, non-permanent covalent
binding is achieved with cleavable linkers (photocleavable,
enzymatic and oxidation-/reduction-sensitive linkers)130.

Phospholipid, amphiphilic and hydrophobic coating on the
surface of nanoneedles can be used to promote local fusion

with the cell membrane; this leads to intracellular presentation
of nanoneedle tips, which can promote cargo delivery131–133.

Chemical composition of the cargoes
The chemical identity, size, shape, surface area, bioreactivity
and concentration, effective net surface charge, stability/bio-
degradability and solubility of cargoes influence nanoinjection
efficiency. Electrostatic, van der Waals, covalent and solvation
forces at the nano-bio interface add further complexity. All
these aspects must be taken into account but depend on the
nature of the payload and are beyond the scope of this tutorial.
For more details, see the comprehensive review on the topic by
Nel et al.134.

Biological systems
Nanoneedles have been successfully interfaced with many biolo-
gical systems, particularly mammalian cells (adherent or non-
adherent, immortalized or primary) and tissues12,24,135,136. Effi-
cient nanoinjection requires consideration of differing features
including morphology, adhesive and mechanical properties,
motility and lineage specification18,39,135,137. There is interest in
using nanoinjection clinically for primary human cells, including
human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs)108, human induced
pluripotent stem cells12, primary neural cells14–16 and immune
cells135,138,139, because of their high value in therapeutics.

Mammalian cells
As a general guideline, dividing cells should be in their expo-
nential growth phase (50–70% confluency in culture) during
nanoinjection. Cell density should be optimized to maximize
the cell–nanoneedle interface (both in the number of cells in
nanoneedle contact and the contact area per cell). Culture
conditions, such as culture passage, medium composition,
serum presence and concentration, and the modality and the
duration of interfacing should be tracked and controlled
because all can influence the efficacy of nanoinjection.

Medium supplements such as antibiotics and phenol red
should be limited because nanoneedle-induced increases in
membrane permeability can result in cytosolic entry, with
impacts on cell viability and efficiency of cargo delivery. The
amount of serum in the medium should be optimized for the
cargo type. For DNA, the presence of serum in medium usually
enhances transfection efficiency, but for RNA transfection,
serum-free medium is recommended to avoid degradation by
RNases. Most nanoinjection studies use Opti-MEM (Gibco)
with reduced serum and no antibiotics for the initial interface
period (1–2 h), followed by complete culture medium. Cell
viability is not significantly affected by nanoinjection lasting
from 5 min to 48 h12,14,140. However, continuous nanoinjection
beyond 24 h might increase the risk of apoptosis18, and
nanoneedle dissolution kinetics should be considered, espe-
cially for porous nanoneedles26.

Cell lines
Nanoinjection has achieved up to 90% transfection (for dyes,
nucleic acids and proteins) of established cell lines such as
HEK29312,28,30, HeLa26,34,39,122,141, Ramos100,142, CHO29,30,
Jurkat6,18 and MCF-7 cells54,122,143.
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Primary immune cells
Primary adherent and suspension cells from the innate and
adaptive immune system, including macrophages, dendritic
cells, natural killer cells and T and B lymphocytes, have been
nanoinjected11,18,111,135,144. Over 80% pDNA transfection effi-
ciency is achievable for human T cells, and ~70% siRNA-
mediated gene knockdown is achievable in human B
cells135,145. Nanoneedle geometry must be controlled to reg-
ulate the state of immune-cell activation. Nanoneedles of
length 1–2 μm, diameter <150 nm and density 0.15–0.2 μm2

are suitable for adherent immune cells such as macrophages
and dendritic cells. Slightly longer and denser nanoneedles
(length 2–3 μm and density 0.3–1 μm2) are preferable for non-
adherent naïve B and T cells135. T-cell pre-activation with anti-
CD3/CD28 antibodies and supplementary cytokines such as
IL-2, IL-7 and IL-15 enhances T-cell survival and nanoinjec-
tion efficiency146–148. Yet, cytokine treatment should be care-
fully considered, because it can direct specific maturation (e.g.,
IL-2 for regulatory T cells), and overdosing can lead to over-
activation, inducing cell exhaustion149 that can seriously affect
T-cell function and expansion potential after nanoinjection.

Stem cells
Nanoneedles can efficiently deliver pDNAs (~80%), siRNAs
(~40%), mRNAs (60–90%) and DNA oligonucleotides (~80%)
into stem cells such as human dental pulp stem cells
(hDPSCs)39, hMSCs108, human induced pluripotent stem cell-
derived cardiomyocytes (hiPSC-CMs)12 and human hemato-
poietic stem cells19. Inappropriate nanoinjection and culture
conditions can result in undesirable differentiation or repro-
gramming150. Using chemically defined medium with supple-
ments, such as leukemia inhibitory factor, stem-cell factor,
thrombopoietin, IL-3, IL-6/soluble IL-6 receptor and insulin-
like growth factor 2, can maintain cells with stem-cell char-
acteristics throughout nanoinjection151. As for primary T cells,
the combination and amount of supplementary growth factors/
morphogens need to be fine-tuned for optimal transfection and
controllable stem-cell differentiation.

Neural cells
Nanoinjection can deliver cargo into post-mitotic neural
cells14–16. Extended cultures (weeks to months) were required
for several neurobiology studies131,152, and subculturing these
mature neurons induced massive cell death. Assisted nanoin-
jection through centrifugation can transfect neurons without
subculturing, avoiding toxicity15. This allows genetic manip-
ulation of neurons at different stages of maturation and
maintenance of the spatial distribution of neural cells without
perturbing developing neuronal networks. Nanoinjection of
neural cells requires careful monitoring, because nanoneedle
topography and interfacing modality can influence differ-
entiation and affect spontaneous electrical activity35,131.

Tissues
Although nanoneedles are a relatively recent technology,
developed from the early 2000s, microneedles were initially
conceptualized and developed for tissue delivery in the early
1970s153. Microneedles trespass the stratum corneum, enabling

efficient transdermal transport of therapeutic compounds154.
The therapeutic efficiency of these types of delivery has largely
depended on skin elasticity, microneedle surface area and
loading/delivery capacity, drug polarity and microneedle type
(solid, coated, hollow, dissolvable or swellable)155. Topical
delivery using microneedles targets the outer few hundred
microns of the tissue; however, penetration requires a high
insertional velocity that causes significant local cell death,
immune reactions and rapid degradation of labile cargoes156.

The inflammatory response elicited by microneedles allows
delivery of DNA vaccines157. However, the low density of
microneedles (one every hundred microns) results in non-
uniform exposure of cells to the payload158.

In contrast, minimal force is required to use a nanoneedle
patch on target tissue. Tissue explants are highly amenable to
nanoinjection17 by manual pressing or centrifugation. Because
nanoneedles are only a few micrometers in length, they spe-
cifically target the top layers of cells at the tissue surface136,143.
The high density of nanoneedle arrays offers mechanical sta-
bility and uniform exposure for the cargo across a tissue sur-
face, supporting consistent delivery to the vast majority of cells
at that surface26,143. The delivery region remains confined to
the nanoneedle patch, and the cargo persists at the delivery site
and localizes intracellularly26. Tissue nanoinjection does not
affect cell viability or tissue architecture and elicits no detect-
able immune response26,27. Nanoneedles on rigid substrates
can effectively nanoinject tissues with high deformability, such
as skin14,31, gastrointestinal endothelium17 and muscles26,
whereas nanoneedles on flexible substrates are more effective
on rigid, curved tissues such as the surface of the eye27.
Fluorescent dyes, small molecules, quantum dots (QDs) and
human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) pDNAs
capable of inducing VEGF-driven neovascularization have
been nanoinjected into tissues26,136. Nanoneedles are well
suited for topical delivery to tissues that are either already
exposed or that can be surgically exposed26,27,143.

Nanoneedle technology for in vitro gene delivery to cells has
rapidly translated from the first proof of concept (in the early
2000s) to industrially manufactured products being intro-
duced12,111, including the Basilard BioTech Celletto (https://basila
rdbiotech.com/), NAVAN Technologies, Inc. NanoStraw Tech-
nology (https://www.navanbio.com/nanostraw-technology/) and
Mekonos: Iris (https://mekonos.com/technology/). However,
more complex in vivo applications targeting only the surface of
tissues have only emerged recently and are likely to need a similar
time frame to develop practical solutions to facilitate clinical
adoption26,136.

Interfacing
The challenge at the nanoneedle–cell interface is to understand
how variations in the geometry of nanoneedles control key
aspects of interfacial interactions22,159,160. Producing devices
capable of screening a large range of nanotopographical
parameters to optimize cargo transport and interfacing is
challenging and often comes at the expense of manufacturing
throughput39,161.

The interfacial interactions between nanoneedles and cells
are complex and dynamic, and the mechanism by which
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cargoes enter the cell interior are still subject to debate5,7,137.
Early published work described successful delivery via spon-
taneous penetration (cell piercing), but ongoing experimental
and theoretical studies on the underlying penetration
mechanism suggest that it is a rare event29,140,162. The impact
of cell piercing on efficacy is thus being further investigated by
comparing multiple independent input parameters163. The
theory and mechanisms of nanoneedle mechanical penetration
have been comprehensively reviewed elsewhere5,7,11,137.

Currently, delivery is proposed to occur via unassisted
nanoinjection, involving either spontaneous penetration
of the cell membrane (‘cell piercing’) or nanoneedle-
mediated endocytosis11,108, or assisted nanoinjection, in
which assisted physical approaches increase membrane
permeability (Fig. 4a)18,28,30,162,164.

Unassisted nanoinjection
Spontaneous membrane penetration
Spontaneous intracellular penetration is feasible by using
specific nanoneedle geometry in combination with particular
adherent cell types that use adhesion-mediated interactions but
is rare21,162. This mode of interaction typically yields limited
delivery efficacy and control, with low reproducibility.

Porous nanoneedles with tips of diameter ~400 nm and
smaller can spontaneously rupture and penetrate the
plasma membrane when cells are seeded on top of the arrays
(Fig. 4b,c)39. These events occur more often during the early
stages of interfacing (within 30–60 min), with rapidly dimin-
ishing frequency as the interface stabilizes140. Once the nano-
needles rupture the cell membrane, cargoes can be delivered

across the cell membrane by diffusion from the nanoneedles.
Controlling nanoneedle tip dimensions minimizes cellular
invasiveness, perturbation and toxicity, all of which have a
detrimental effect on cell viability and function.

During spontaneous membrane penetration, cellular grav-
itational force and cellular adhesive interaction with the
nanoneedles improve cargo delivery and strengthen the
nanoneedle–cell interface. Cell membrane penetration is most
frequent when the nanoneedle tip diameter is ≤100 nm because
this requires a mechanical interfacing force of ~1–5 nN165.
However, under these conditions, native cellular gravitational
force is typically ~10–100 pN, which is roughly an order of
magnitude smaller than the required cellular puncturing force,
and thus insufficient to induce spontaneous cell membrane
penetration166. Recent evidence suggests that direct penetration
by sharp nanoneedles is increased by cell adhesion–mediated
interactions or another active cellular process that induces
localized forces162,167. Data obtained while investigating the
spontaneous penetration mechanism remain ambiguous but
have highlighted conditions that increase the likelihood of
assisted nanoneedle access and delivery8,21,113,168.

Nanoneedle-mediated endocytosis
Endocytosis is a membrane-trafficking process that uses
membrane-bound vesicles as transport intermediators.
Activation of endocytic protein machinery is affected by
nanoneedle size and diameter108. Recent work demonstrated
that reduced nanoneedle radii (below ~200 nm) increase
preferential accumulation of several endocytic proteins,
including clathrin and dynamin, around nanopillar-curved
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Fig. 4 | Modalities of nanoneedle interfacing. a, Schematic of three mechanisms that interfacing can use: mechanical penetration, endocytosis and
membrane permeabilization. Adapted with permission from ref. 11. Copyright 2020, Wiley. b–k, Schematics of five interfacing modalities and their
corresponding forced ion beam-SEM images: spontaneous penetration39 (b and c), centrifugation18 (d and e), pressing26 (f and g); electroporation57

(h and i) and optoporation57 (j and k). Adapted with permission from refs. 18,26,39,57. Copyright 2015, Wiley (c); 2019, Wiley (e); 2015, Springer Nature
(g); 2019, Wiley (i and k).
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cell-membrane sites24. In addition to clathrin-mediated endo-
cytosis, other endocytic pathways (e.g., caveolae-mediated
endocytosis and micropinocytosis) are also enhanced by
nanoneedles with tip diameter <200 nm18,108. However, the
detailed molecular mechanism underlying the size dependency
is unclear and requires further investigation108.

The endocytic processes stimulated by nanoneedles should
traffic cargoes through the endolysosomal system, typically
preventing it from reaching its intended molecular target.
However, unassisted nanoinjection, without application of
external forces, can mediate efficient delivery of a range of
biological payloads into cells108. The rarity of spontaneous
nanoneedle penetration and endosomal escape upon unas-
sisted nanoinjection suggests that alternative mechanisms are
also enhancing membrane permeability. Surface chemistry
functionalization (e.g., using cationic groups or cationic poly-
mers) also promotes intracellular delivery either through
enhanced cell membrane permeability or upregulated
endocytosis118,123,169.

Assisted nanoinjection
Application of external forces (assisted nanoinjection) can
increase membrane permeability and significantly improve
control and reliability of delivery of all cargoes and biological
systems of interest. This route can induce transient and
reversible nanopores in plasma membranes, increasing cellular
permeability via mechanical, electrical, thermal, optical and
acoustic perturbation, or a combination of those effects1,170.
Assisted nanoinjection increases control over interfacing,
improving the efficiency, versatility and flexibility of intracel-
lular delivery.

Mechanical forces such as centrifugation apply direct physical
stress to the cell membrane, providing a simple and direct route to
enhance nanoneedle penetration and subsequent cargo delivery
into the cell. Centrifugation increases interfacial and gravitational
interactions between nanoneedles and weakly adherent or sus-
pension cells (Fig. 4d,e)15,18,171. The target cell type determines
optimal centrifugal force and time required to maximize delivery
while minimizing cell toxicity172. Alternatively, mechanical forces
can be applied via micromanipulation (in vitro) and manual
application (in vivo) by pressing the nanoneedles onto the cells or
tissues (Fig. 4f,g)26,90,113.

Nanoelectroporation is a common technique that
couples electrical pulses with nanoneedles, particularly
nanostraws, to induce localized and transient pores on a cell
membrane, enabling efficient cargo delivery12,143. Nanostraw-
mediated local electric fields perforate the membrane more
gently than bulk electroporation, minimizing perturbation of
the cell surface and resulting in less damage to the cargo.
Experimentally, a waveform generator is integrated with the
nanostraw device to generate electric pulses. Voltage ampli-
tude, frequency, pulse duration and pulse number need opti-
mization for the cell and cargo of interest. Nanoelectroporation
with metal-conductive nanoneedles (such as Au and Pt)
requires pulse voltages of <5 V, and 1–2 pulses with a duration
of several hundred milliseconds can instantly rupture the cell
membrane (Fig. 4h,i), allowing cargo delivery34,57. Non-
conductive nanostraws such as Al2O3, which use cell culture

medium as the conducting medium, require 10–20 electrical
pulses with a duration of several hundred milliseconds and
voltage of 10–20 V30,54.

Optoporation can assist cell penetration of plasmonic
nanoneedles by applying a focused laser pulse at the
nanoneedle–cell interface, inducing hot electron injection,
thermal heating or bubble explosion on the nanoneedle sur-
faces (Fig. 4j,k)57,96,164. Optoporation is often applied by using
metallic nanoneedles (e.g., Au plasmonic nanotubes) because
of their favorable plasmonic characteristics. The laser beam can
be scanned in a plane to perforate many cells in rapid sequence
or can be targeted at individual cells, allowing controlled
cargo delivery but at lower throughoput than the
alternative approaches.

The choice of assisted nanoinjection should balance
throughput and spatiotemporal precision for a desired func-
tionality, such as achieving maximum delivery efficacy and
increased cell viability. Electroporation, for example, is suitable
for conductive nanoneedles143 and nanostraws12. Optoporation
is more appropriate for plasmonic nanotubes of Au164 and
chemical promoters for hollow nanoneedles28. By contrast,
mechanical poration is simpler to operate, without expensive
optical setups. Cargo type is another important factor to
consider. Charged molecules, for instance, are more effectively
handled with electroporation, whereas optical perforation
could be less effective when dealing with unstable biomolecules
such as proteins and antibodies that might be destroyed by
heat. For biomolecule delivery, the cargo can be easily
destroyed or altered by chemical promoters. For adherent cells,
a tightly coupled interface can form at the cell membrane with
the nanoneedles, which is appropriate for electroporation. For
neural cells, T cells and cell types sensitive to excessive mem-
brane disruption, these assisted strategies should be carefully
considered and, if used, optimized.

Evaluation
Nanoneedles can serve as universal tools to deliver any type
of bioactive cargo; however, optimization for different cargoes
and target biological systems requires the process to be
accurately monitored. Typically, five key aspects are
evaluated (Table 1):
1 Interfacing: cellular and biomolecular responses to interac-

tions with nanoneedles
2 Compatibility: the ability of a target biological system to

survive and thrive after interfacing with nanoneedles
3 Delivery: the cargo transfer to the biological system upon

nanoinjection, for which efficiency, quantity, uniformity
and kinetics are measured.

4 Response: the direct effect of cargo delivery on the
biological system: the effectiveness, intensity, uniformity
and kinetics of interaction with the molecular targets.

5 Function: the ability of nanoinjection to impart the desired
phenotype to a biological system.

A wide range of assays are available to evaluate nanoneedle-
based deliveries; thus, choosing between different assays is
sometimes confusing. Below, we first discuss some general
considerations for assay selection before considering specific
methods to evaluate the five key aspects.
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General considerations for assay selection
Cells versus tissues
More consistent and repeatable results tend to be obtained by
using cell cultures, especially from commercially available cell
lines, because of their high degree of clonality compared with
tissue samples. Most established cell and molecular biology
assays can be used on cell cultures and are simpler and more
reproducible than the equivalent for tissue. Cells in culture can
be imaged by optical microscopy at high resolution with low
background noise and the possibility of implementing auto-
mated imaging workflows. Electron microscopy is also easier
because of the ease of access to the cell–nanoneedle interface in
culture systems.

Tissue nanoinjection has intrinsically greater variability,
because the target cellular system and the nature of the
interface cannot be as controlled as in vitro. Although this

makes it even more important to properly characterise in vivo
nanoinjection, not all assays available in vitro can be applied to
tissues. The interaction between cells and nanoneedles occurs
sandwiched between the solid, opaque tissue and the solid,
often opaque nanoneedle substrate, rendering in situ investi-
gation of the interface, such as live imaging and electron
microscopy analysis, largely inaccessible. Pre- and post-
nanoinjection live-animal imaging at high resolution requires
specialized equipment, expertise and reporter animal models.
The variability of tissue harvesting can increase variation in
assessing gene and protein expression. Assessment of
nanoinjection efficiency largely relies on well-established
approaches for animal and tissue analysis. Cargo fate can be
monitored by live near IR (NIR) imaging. Intravital micro-
scopy and/or genetic reporters can be useful for monitoring
live animals, with histological sections taken at different stages
of the process complementing this approach.

On-nanoneedle versus off-nanoneedle assays
On-nanoneedle (in situ) assays directly measure nanoinjection
performance without disrupting the biointerface. Fluorescence-
based in situ assays are powerful tools for investigating the
unaltered and real-time dynamics of nanoinjection and for
monitoring space- and time-resolved responses to environ-
mental perturbations and experimental variations. They are
essential for designing, improving and troubleshooting
nanoinjection protocols, because they can rapidly test how key
aspects of the experimental setup affect delivery efficacy.
However, the need for fluorescent markers limits the breadth
of available analysis. Electron microscopy–based assays, such
as scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) or focused ion beam (FIB)-SEM, can be
used in situ. Such assays provide nanometer resolution of
cellular structural changes arising from contact with nano-
needles; however, they must be performed on fixed dead cells,
and multiplex examination may involve complex labeling
of biomolecules.

Off-nanoneedle (ex situ) assays use cells detached from
nanoneedles and cell lysates and offer great flexibility and
sensitivity. Detachment or lysis of cells on nanoneedles is
typically straightforward, and conventional protocols can be
followed. However, nanoneedles may require longer or more
intense detachment procedures because cell attachment can be
strong. Cell-lysate yield can be further reduced if harvesting
from porous nanoneedles. Non-uniform nanoneedle devices,
such as those with interspersed flat regions or variable nano-
needle parameters (pitch/height/diameter), can complicate
ex situ analysis because differences resulting from differing
nanoneedle geometry at the interface cannot be easily corre-
lated. Off-nanoneedle analyses include qPCR, western blot and
flow cytometry, with the latter enabling pure populations of
potently nanoinjected cells to be sorted for downstream clinical
applications such as cell therapies.

Population- versus single cell–based assays
Population-based assays provide simultaneous data for hun-
dreds to millions of cells, providing information about the
overall efficacy of nanoinjection. Homogeneous assays can

Table 1 | Assays and techniques that have been used or are
available for evaluating nanoinjection performance

Evaluation aspects Biological
systems

Sample
processing

Destructiveness

Interfacing

Optical microscopy C, T I d, nd

Live-cell imaging C I nd

Electron microscopy C, T I d

Histology T H d

Compatibility

Viability assay C, T I, H d, nd

Apoptosis assay C, T I, H, L d, nd

Proliferation assay C, Ta I, H d, nd

Activation assay C, Ta I, H, L d, nd

Histology T H d

NIR imaging T I nd

Delivery

Optical microscopy C, T I d, nd

Flow cytometry C, Ta H d, nd

Histology T H d

Electron microscopy C, T I d

NIR imaging T I nd

Response

Optical microscopy C, T I d, nd

Flow cytometry C, Ta H d, nd

NIR imaging T I nd

qPCR C, T L d

Sequencing C, Ta L d

Western blot C, Ta L d

Function

Optical microscopy C, T I d, nd

Live-cell imaging C I nd

Patch clamp C I nd

Flow cytometry C, Ta H d, nd

Intravital imaging T I nd

Histology T H d

C, adherent/suspension cells; d, destructive; H, harvested; I, in situ; L, lysate;
nd, non-destructive; T, tissues. aPossible/not attempted.
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measure overall changes in expression by using lysed cells and
homogenized tissue samples, at either the DNA/mRNA level
(e.g., qPCR and microarray)173 or protein level (e.g., western
blot, ELISA and mass spectrometry)174,175. Population-based
approaches typically measure the average effects of nanoin-
jection on a culture of cells, irrespective of their heterogeneity.
Not every cell interacts with the nanoneedles in the same way;
for example, smaller and/or less-spread cells interact with
fewer or possibly no nanoneedles, whereas dividing cells (in the
mitotic phase) can become temporarily detached from the
nanoneedles, creating a significantly different interface that can
reduce cargo delivery efficiency.

For tissue nanoinjection, the nanoinjected surface is typi-
cally a tiny fraction of the whole tissue or organ; this makes
homogeneous assaying less capable of detecting the
nanoinjection-induced changes in gene expression above the
baseline tissue expression. Such reduced capability can origi-
nate from the variability in detected expression levels across
different samples, because of different tissue composition for
each sample or different basal expression. Reduced capacity
can also originate from an overwhelmingly high basal
expression in an adjacent tissue within the collected sample,
which can mask the local expression induced by nanoinjection.
Nanoinjecting cross-species or tagged genes through the use of
selective primers can drastically mitigate this limitation.

Single cell–based assays capture the heterogeneity of a cell
population by examining the cell–nanoneedle interface and
delivery mechanism of individual cells. Both fluorescent
microscopy and flow cytometry are well suited for single-cell
analyses and can accurately measure delivery efficiency when
combined with statistical quantification.

Flow cytometry provides sensitive, objective, rapid and
reproducible measurement of delivered cargoes, together with
optional biomarkers, within single cells detached from nano-
needles13,17. It does not require, but is compatible with, cell
fixation and permeabilization for immunostaining. Flow
cytometry has higher cell throughput than imaging, is capable
of analyzing up to hundreds of thousands of cells in a few
minutes and allows simultaneous labeling and detection of a
combination of fluorescence markers with multiple detectors
(10–20 channels used routinely, with a capacity of >40 chan-
nels)176. However, cell detachment from nanoneedles has often
reduced yields compared with conventional substrates, redu-
cing the sampling power of flow cytometry. Yet, flow cyto-
metry is an established and reliable approach for distinguishing
and sorting live transfected cells—crucial for in vitro and
in vivo clinical translation.

Individual nanoneedle and single delivery events can be
investigated by higher-resolution techniques such as super-
resolution fluorescence microscopy and electron microscopy
(e.g., cargo accumulation at a desired cellular compartment).
Nanoinjection-induced modulation in gene and protein
expression can be detected at the single-cell level, such as by
in situ hybridization177 and in-cell western blot26.

Direct versus indirect cargo detection
Direct cargo detection inside a cell is a rapid and straightfor-
ward approach to evaluate nanoinjection efficiency and to

directly observe the trafficking and ultimate destination of the
cargo. Cargo detection yields information for optimizing
delivery efficacy, providing an immediate and quantifiable
mechanism for determining nanoinjection efficacy and loca-
lizing payloads at a desired target site, whether the site is a
specific tissue location or an expected cellular compartment
(e.g., cytoplasm and nucleus). Fluorescence-based methods are
the most commonly used; they rely on the fluorescence of the
cargo itself (e.g., propidium iodide (PI) and QDs) or an
additional fluorescence tag directly linked to the cargo mole-
cule (e.g., carboxyfluorescein (FAM)-tagged single-stranded
DNA and Cy5-tagged pDNA). Fluorescence microscopy ima-
ging and flow cytometry are highly effective and widely used
approaches for quantitative determination of cargo delivery.
The direct detection strategy is applicable to most cargo types
such as nucleic acids, short peptides and dextran. Co-delivery
of multiple cargoes can be assessed simultaneously by using
commercially available, spectrally distinguishable fluorophores.

Indirect cargo detection requires the consequences of cargo
delivery to be detected rather than the cargo itself. Many car-
goes are difficult to label or lose function upon labeling, so
their delivery can be indirectly evaluated by detecting their
function. Indirect functional assays give crucial information
on the bioactivity of the cargo and its interaction with the
cellular machinery.

Direct and indirect cargo detection can be combined in a
single assay, typically exploiting multicolor fluorescence
microscopy and flow cytometry. For instance, the delivery of
Cy5-tagged GFP-reporter plasmid (pGFP) can be identified
directly by the Cy5 signal and indirectly by the GFP signal
upon expression. Both signals can be simultaneously observed
under fluorescence microscopy and flow cytometry.

Microscopy options
Optical microscopy techniques, including widefield fluores-
cence microscopy, confocal microscopy and the fast-evolving
super-resolution microscopy, are versatile tools for character-
izing the cell–nanoneedle interface and nanoneedle delivery
efficiency. They give a snapshot of cellular responses
to nanoneedles and cargo internalization13,27,65,178, alongside
real-time short- and long-term imaging of dynamic
cell–nanoneedle interactions29,62,162 and provide information
regarding mechanisms and kinetics of cargo delivery to cells
and tissues108,136. Compared with widefield microscopy, con-
focal microscopy is suitable for characterizing the z-profile of
nanoneedles with improved resolution. However, it is still
hampered by a diffraction limit of ~200 nm, which is close to
or even larger than individual nanoneedles; this inevitably
results in merged signals of biomarkers at the contact site, such
as for endocytosis. Super-resolution microscopy can better
resolve biomarker distribution or clustering, enabling highly
accurate subcellular tracking of cargo delivery.

Immunofluorescence staining is a versatile method for
visualizing the presence and localization of a wide range of
non-fluorescent biomolecular targets under optical micro-
scopy. It can be applied to tissues136,143, populations of cul-
tured cells122 or individual cells12,26; it can be assayed via
fluorescence microscopy, electron microscopy, flow cytometry
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or a microplate reader. It can achieve multiplex labeling—
visualizing multiple targets simultaneously at different wave-
lengths. When evaluating nanoinjection, the multi-target
visualization is convenient for probing the interaction
between a cargo or target and its downstream effectors or other
potential binding partners. However, immunofluorescence of
intracellular targets requires cell fixation and plasma mem-
brane permeabilization for antibody penetration, which ham-
pers its use for live and real-time assessment of nanoinjection.
Only low temporal resolution can be confidently probed for
intervals of hours or days.

For on-nanoneedle immunofluorescence, the nanoneedle
substrate can degrade immunofluorescence quality, with
observed instances of loss of cell adherence upon permeabili-
zation and increased non-specific fluorescence signal. These
disadvantages can be mitigated by optimizing fixation, per-
meabilization and blocking, through varying the agents, con-
centrations, incubation temperature and duration of these
steps according to procedures well known in the field. Anti-
bodies that provide high specificity on conventional culturing
substrates can display reduced specificity on nanoneedles, such
as unexpected or diffuse cytosolic and/or nuclear localization.
The use of alternative antibodies typically resolves the issue.

Live imaging gives insights into the dynamics of nanoin-
jection that are critical to optimizing its effectiveness, including
the temporal evolution of the interface, payload delivery and
the kinetics of cell function and response (such as endocytic
vesicle accumulation and stress-fiber formation)43,62,65.
Nevertheless, live imaging poses challenges related to photo-
toxicity and maintenance of cell viability179; these need to be
balanced with the required resolution, speed and duration of
imaging of the dynamic process being studied. Opaque nano-
needle substrates complicate analysis, because most live ima-
ging microscopes are inverted setups, and downward-facing
cell culturing is subject to cytotoxic bubble formation caused
by accumulating metabolic gas products, which require com-
plex mitigation strategies such as the use of microfluidics.
Furthermore, automatic focusing systems, which are needed
for reliable long-term live imaging, may not be compatible with
nanoneedle substrates.

Methods to evaluate interfacing
Cellular processes at the cell–nanoneedle interface determine
device compatibility and delivery efficiency, which in turn
affect response and function. Detailed knowledge of the
interfacial interactions between cells and nanoneedles is
therefore required for successful nanoinjection. When char-
acterizing the cell–nanoneedle interface, it is important to
assess the area of cell wrapping on nanoneedles (e.g., top
surface, tip region or entire needle), the penetration of the cell
membrane, the interaction between nanoneedles and intra-
cellular elements such as the nucleus and cytoskeleton and the
activation of cellular machineries, signaling pathways and
metabolic regulation, such as focal adhesion complexes,
endocytic pathways and biophysical interactions. Although it is
unnecessary to conduct a systematic evaluation of the
cell–nanoneedle interfaces for every application, detailed eva-
luation of the cellular response at the interface is critical for

revealing the delivery mechanism, which is essential for
designing systems for effective nanoinjection.

Adhesion and spreading
Cell adhesion and spreading not only indicate good cell
compatibility but directly affect membrane integrity on nano-
needles140. Nanoneedle density and diameter can affect adhe-
sion and spreading status by regulating the number of contact
sites and overall interface area (Fig. 5a)8,107,159,180. However,
adhesion and spreading vary among different cell types and
nanoneedle devices, with no consistent trends yet identified
that indicate optimal interfacing47,180–182. The expression of
focal adhesion markers (e.g., vinculin and phosphorylated
paxillin) determined via fluorescence labeling, immunostaining
and western blot47,180,181 or by a cell detachment assay159

indicate the extent of cell adhesion. Cell spreading can be
detected by visualizing cell morphology by either optical
microscopy or SEM181.

Electron microscopy techniques such as SEM, FIB-SEM and
TEM enable nanoscale investigation of the cell–nanoneedle
interface, producing high-resolution structural information
about biological systems that is inaccessible through optical
microscopy. Cells interfacing with nanoneedles are initially
characterized via SEM, which gives an overview of the inter-
facial interactions in play24,62. SEM imaging of whole cells in
contact with nanoneedles provides information on cellular
spreading and shape3,18, polarization106,183 and adhesion
(Fig. 6b)42,184,185. Specimen preparation is the first and most
critical step for successful electron microscopy imaging
(Fig. 6a). Typically, specimens are prepared through hard
drying procedures (e.g., critical point drying) that might
introduce structural artefacts such as shrinkage and cell
membrane cracks. To limit such artefacts, resin ultrathin
plasticization has recently been proposed to better preserve
cellular ultrastructures26,42,186. This procedure also enables
localization of a region of interest for further sectioning
through focused ion beam milling.

Plasma membrane
Plasma membrane deformation and integrity on contact with
nanoneedles affects intracellular delivery. Deformed membranes
may temporarily lose integrity to allow cargo to enter the cytosolic
space; this can be monitored by observing the entry of cell-
impermeable dyes (e.g., PI and calcein)30,34,54,141,142,164 or fluor-
escence bleaching (e.g., Co2+ delivery assay)29,140,162. Notably,
individual nanoneedles can induce different effects on the
membrane of the same cell187. In addition, the nanoscale curva-
ture of the deformed membrane on nanoneedles is an important
parameter that can trigger localized endocytic protein accumu-
lation and actin polymerization via curvature-sensitive proteins,
which can be studied by fluorescence microscopy of specific
protein markers24,62,188.

This deformation can also be evaluated by membrane
markers (e.g., SNAP-tag and CellMask) by using fluorescence
microscopy21,24,187, by direct visualization of membrane
topography through electron and scanning ion conductance
microscopy108,189 and by high-resolution analysis of the
interface cross-section by using FIB-SEM or TEM13,18,65,108.
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FIB-SEM uses a scanning electron microscope equipped
with an additional beam of ions that allows in situ generation
and imaging of cross-sections of cells interfacing with nano-
needles at nanometer resolution186,190,191. Analysis of intra-
cellular cross-sections of the interface can reveal deformations
and ruptures of the plasma and nuclear membranes as induced
by the nanoneedles (Fig. 6c)42,143. However, streamlining the
in situ FIB-SEM cross-sectional imaging of the cell–nanoneedle
interface is a demanding task that requires multiple steps to
preserve both cell and nanoneedle structures. Individual sec-
tions of the cell–nanoneedle interface (25–100-nm thickness)
are achieved through FIB with specific milling parameters,
which can be adjusted to limit artefacts such as curtaining
effects43,192. FIB-SEM further enables volumetric reconstruc-
tion of the cell–nanoneedle interface through serial sectioning
and processing by image segmentation18,108,136.

Because of superior resolution and contrast, TEM has been
highly effective for high-resolution morphological character-
ization of membrane curvatures and membrane-bound vesicles
induced by nanoneedles (Fig. 6d)24,108,193,194. Successful TEM
imaging requires electron transparency of the specimens and
thus generation of ultrathin sections (lamellae) with thickness
of ~100 nm. This is a challenging task that can introduce
structural artefacts at the interface.

Lamellae of the cell–nanoneedle interface are obtained
through two main routes: mechanical sectioning65,195,196 or
FIB-SEM lift-out108.

Ultramicrotomy generates ultrathin sections of resin blocks
containing the specimen of interest. This mechanical section-
ing approach is incompatible with the typical hard substrates
of nanoneedles. Thus, the nanoneedles need to be released
beforehand either by liquid nitrogen freeze fracture and soni-
cation195 or by chemical etching65 and re-embedded in fresh
resin. The release of the nanoneedle platform by physical or
chemical means is challenging and highly variable and comes
with a high risk of inducing artefacts at the interface. A recent
study193 proposed that release can be eased by coating the
nanoneedles with a thin layer of octafluorocyclobutane before

cell seeding. Octafluorocyclobutane is extremely hydrophobic,
but, in the case of assisted interfacing (such as by centrifuga-
tion), should not alter the interfacial interactions between cells
and nanoneedles.

FIB milling can produce lamellae for TEM analysis. In
contrast to ultramicrotomy, FIB-SEM lift-out is compatible
with most substrate materials and does not require forceful
cell–substrate detachment, thus potentially reducing arte-
facts190,192. Generating FIB lamellae is extremely labor inten-
sive and produces samples of only a few tens of microns in
length, so the density of the nanoneedle array is a limiting
factor. The lower the density of the array, the lower the
number of interfacing events observed in the lamella. Accurate
alignment of milling with nanoneedle arrays is necessary to
capture most interfacing events within the length of a lamella,
which typically spans <10 nanoneedles. Although the approach
provides the highest possible resolution and clarity (contrast)
for a qualitative assessment of interfacing, acquiring statisti-
cally meaningful samples sizes is impractical.

Subcellular
Evaluation of the impact on endocytosis and cytoskeleton
machineries is critical to determine nanoneedle delivery
routes and efficiency. Accumulation of endocytic machinery
around the nanoneedles can be detected by immunostaining
of endocytic proteins (e.g., clathrin, dynamin and
caveolin-1)13,18,24,108. Live-cell imaging enables quantification
of the proteins throughout membrane deformation24. The
distinctive membrane invaginations of clathrin-coated endo-
cytic pits and caveolae can be clearly visualized by TEM or
FIB-SEM13,18,108,193.

Cytoskeletal reorganization affects plasma membrane shape,
tension and integrity at the cell–nanoneedle interface. Fluor-
escence imaging has revealed that actin filaments tend to
accumulate locally at nanoneedle contact sites in several cell
types47,159,168,197. Actin filaments at the cell–nanoneedle
interface can either establish local contractile forces that
enhance membrane breaching140,198 or conversely form a

Fig. 5 | Evaluating nanoinjection. a, Representative confocal images of paxillin-stained focal adhesions in hMSCs on flat, nanopillar and sharp
nanoneedle structures after a 24-h culture. Adapted with permission from ref. 107. Copyright 2020, ACS. b, Structured illumination microscopy
imaging showing lamin B (yellow) distributing at the base of the nanoneedle, with lamin A (magenta) localizing throughout the needle length. Adapted
with permission from ref. 47. Copyright 2019, ACS. c, Flow cytometry analysis of the proliferation of L1.2 cells on days 2 and 3 after detachment from
flat Si (magenta) and Si nanowires (SiNWs, blue), on the basis of detecting CellTrace Violet (CTV) intensity. CTV-stained (red) and unstained (gray)
cells served as positive and negative controls. Adapted with permission from ref. 18. Copyright 2019, Wiley. d, Left, volcano plots showing microarray
data of cells 6 h after treatment with nanostraw injection and electroporation; right, numbers of differentially expressed genes (fold change > 1.5,
adjusted P < 0.05). Adapted under CC BY-NC-ND license from ref. 19. Copyright 2020, the authors. e, Confocal images showing nanoinjection of
FAM-tagged single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) into GPE86 cells. Adapted with permission from ref. 13. Copyright 2020, Wiley. f, Fluorescent live imaging
of muscle and skin sites nanoinjected with QDs. Adapted with permission from ref. 136. Copyright 2015, ACS. g, Fluorescent images of tissue sections
for 10-kDa dextran-FITC delivery via nanoneedle and flat electrodes, both powered by a triboelectric nanogenerator. Nuclei were stained with DAPI
(blue). Adapted with permission from ref. 143. Copyright 2019, Wiley. h, In-cell western assay of an entire nanoneedle chip seeded with cells; the
fluorescent signal from GAPDH is significantly reduced for cells to which GAPDH siRNA has been delivered (NN-G) relative to empty nanoneedles
(NN), nanoneedles loaded with scrambled siRNA (NN-Sc) and empty nanoneedles with GAPDH siRNA delivered from solution (NN+sG). Adapted
with permission from ref. 26. Copyright 2015, Springer Nature. i, Diagram illustrating the calculation of between-cluster dispersion index by the mean
of all pairwise distances between nanoneedles of neuron-specific clusters and astrocyte-specific clusters. Adapted with permission from ref. 216.
Copyright 2021, ACS. j, Large-scan confocal images of CLL-B cells stained with FDA (green) and EthD-1 (magenta)—indicating live and dead cells,
respectively—on nanoneedle samples (dark gray squares) loaded with nontargeting siRNAs (left, negative control), anti-LEF1 siRNA (middle) and cell
death siRNAs (right, positive control). Adapted with permission from ref. 135. Copyright 2012, ACS. k, Intravital bright-field (top) and confocal
(bottom) microscopy images (with systemically injected FITC–dextran, green) of the vasculature of untreated (left) and hVEGF-165-treated muscles
with either direct injection (center) or nanoinjection (right). Adapted with permission from ref. 26. Copyright 2015, Springer Nature.
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dense network and act synergistically with the lipid bilayer as
barriers to membrane disruption199. Interestingly, for mem-
brane curvatures of <400-nm diameter, curvature-sensitive
proteins such as FBP17 promote branched actin polymeriza-
tion, which not only leads to a decrease in focal adhesion and
the formation of stress fibers62, but also facilitates endocytosis
via coordinating the complex formation between actin poly-
merization machinery (e.g., N-WASP and Arp2/3) and endo-
cytic proteins (e.g., dynamin, SHIP2 and lamellipodin)200,201.

Nuclear deformation often occurs when nanoneedle devices
are long enough to impinge on the nucleus188. Deformation

can be visualized by electron microscopy (e.g., TEM and FIB-
SEM)18,107 and fluorescence microscopy after immunostaining
of nuclear proteins such as lamin A/B (Fig. 5b) or physical
displacement of the nucleus by using DNA stains47,202.
Fluorescent staining of heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleopro-
teins can be used to indicate nuclear integrity47. Live-cell
imaging using a fluorescent reporter (e.g., GFP-Sun2) can
visualize the real-time nuclear membrane deformation induced
by nanoneedles65. FIB-SEM imaging has shown that in rare
cases, deformation can result in nuclear membrane disruption,
which potentially enables direct nuclear delivery18.
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Fig. 6 | Characterization of nanoinjection by electron microscopy. a, Flowchart of sample preparation for electron microscopy. b–d, Representative
SEM (b), FIB-SEM (c) and TEM (d) images of cell–nanoneedle interfaces. b, Top, SEM image of an HL-1 cell on quartz nanopillars42; bottom, an L1.2
cell interfacing with SiNWs18. c, Top, an FIB-SEM image of an MCF-7 cell interfacing with nanoneedles143; bottom, an FIB-SEM image of an HL-1 cell
interfacing with quartz nanopillars42. The inset shows the plasma membrane wrapping around a vertical nanopillar and nanopillar-induced clathrin-
coated pits. d, Top left, TEM of an FIB lift-out section of an hMSC–nanoneedle interface108; top right, a TEM image of an SK-MEL2 cell membrane
wrapping around a nanopillar and a clathrin-coated pit24; bottom, a TEM image of a GPE86 cell interfacing with Si nanotubes (SiNTs). Red and green
squares show enlarged views of SiNT-induced membrane curvatures193. Adapted with permission from refs. 18,24,42,108,143,193: copyright 2017, ACS;
2019, Wiley (b); 2019, Wiley; 2017, ACS (c); 2019, Wiley; 2017, Springer Nature; 2020, ACS (d).
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Investigating the nanoneedle–tissue interface during
nanoinjection is extremely complex, because the interface
remains inaccessible because it resides between two solid
structures. Using nanoneedles with transparent substrates can
in theory enable interfacing to be monitored via intravital
fluorescence microscopy of genetic reporters. Histological
evaluation of the tissue interface by optical or electron
microscopy has found no long-term effects26.

Methods to evaluate compatibility
Establishing the compatibility of nanoinjection is a prerequisite
for efficient delivery. Contact with nanoneedles can be toxic for
adherent cells when there is insufficient anchoring for the
formation and maturation of focal adhesion complexes203–205.
Cellular mechanisms activated by nanoinjection can stress the
cell; for example, assisted membrane disruption by mechanical
forces, electroporation or optoporation can lead to irreversible
loss of membrane integrity followed by cell death1. Nano-
needles can affect cell proliferation by interfering with the
disassembly and reassembly of the nucleus and cytoskeleton
during mitosis22,47,107. Assessing the impact of cell–nanoneedle
interactions on cell function is therefore essential.

Viability
Live/dead staining typically combines acetoxymethyl ester live
dyes that accumulate in the cytosol of live cells and cell-
impermeant DNA adduct dead dyes that penetrate upon loss of
membrane integrity. The fraction of cells that are viable can be
determined by labeling live and dead cells with fluorescent dyes
(e.g., calcein acetoxymethyl/EthD-1 and fluorescein diacetate
(FDA)/PI) followed by detection by fluorescence micro-
scopy18,107 or flow cytometry111, on- or off-nanoneedle,
respectively. The fluorescence microscopy approach has mostly
been applied to adherent cells such as hMSCs107, and the flow
cytometry approach has been successfully applied to both
adherent (e.g., GPE86 fibroblasts) and suspension cells (L1.2
and Jurkat cells)18.

Notably, nanoneedle interfacing can induce transient mem-
brane permeabilization, which may cause loss of live stains and/
or ingress of dead stains without necessarily inducing cell death;
there may be instances of cells labeled as both live and dead or
unlabeled cells, especially for on-nanoneedle assays.

Viability assays using acetoxymethyl ester–DNA adduct can
be extended to analyze tissue samples. Although the reagents
do not penetrate deeply into the tissue, these assays effectively
assess tissue-surface viability. Effective viability assays for tissue
explants can be applied to assess the toxicity of ex vivo
nanoinjection by live confocal or two-photon microscopy26.
Assays should be performed after interfacing, after the cells
have had sufficient time to restore membrane integrity—typi-
cally a few tens of minutes. Bioluminescent imaging of
luciferase-expressing cells is well established for in vivo viabi-
lity assessment. After injection of luciferin, the intensity of this
bioluminescent signal can be measured with a sensitive NIR
imaging system (e.g., in vivo imaging system (IVIS) spectrum),
enabling cell death and growth to be monitored. NIR imaging
allows bulk estimation of the number of live cells, but its
sensitivity can be insufficient to monitor cell death at the

nanoneedle interface, and sensitivity reduces with depth inside
the body. Histology is very sensitive to small numbers of cell
deaths and can identify death at the nanoneedle interface
because of its high spatial resolution, but it has low throughput.

It can be challenging to identify cells that are undergoing
apoptosis, because there are multiple apoptotic pathways that
engage different molecular processes; no single parameter fully
defines apoptosis in all systems. The activation of effector
caspase 3/7 is a key hallmark of several common programmed
cell death (apoptotic) pathways. Fluorescence microscopy and
flow cytometric analysis of caspase 3/7 enable reliable quanti-
fication of apoptotic cells on nanoneedles at a single-cell
level47,136, whereas microplate spectrophotometry of cell lysate
quantifies the proportion of apoptotic cells in a population18.
Annexin V preferentially binds to phosphatidylserine, whose
exposure on the surface is a hallmark of apoptotic cells; but
annexin V is also a key protein that is recruited when restoring
membrane integrity206; thus, there can be positive annexin V
signal because of the resealing processes that occur while the
assays are being performed. Flow cytometric analysis of
annexin V and PI staining across multiple time points simul-
taneously evaluates both apoptosis and necrosis of single cells
detached from nanoneedles18. In addition, apoptosis triggered
by nanoneedle-induced genotoxicity can be assessed by
detecting DNA double-strand breaks by using antibodies such
as pH2AX, together with an impermeant viability dye (e.g.,
Image-iT dead green)172.

It is often advantageous to combine multiple assays to assess
apoptosis-associated parameters, such as DNA fragmentation
(e.g., TUNEL assays), caspase enzyme activity (e.g., caspase 3/7
assay) and plasma membrane integrity (e.g., annexin V/PI
staining)18. Luciferase-based bioluminescent assays enable
homogeneous detection of caspase activity in cell lysates,
whereas DNA-adduct fluorogenic assays allow single cell–level
detection of caspase activation by optical microscopy (on-
nanoneedle) or flow cytometry (off-nanoneedle)47,136.

Proliferation
Cell-proliferation assays monitor the number of cells over time,
number of cellular divisions, metabolic activity and DNA
synthesis; this is particularly important for repeated nanoin-
jection and longitudinal nanoneedle interfacing and for post-
nanoinjection applications such as adoptive-cell-transfer ther-
apy that requires cell proliferation/expansion before in vivo
administration. Cell counting using viability dyes such as try-
pan blue and calcein-AM can reveal both proliferation rate and
viable cell fraction. Live-cell dyes such as CellTrace Violet
(CTV) can detect cell proliferation off-nanoneedle; the pro-
liferation rate negatively correlates with CTV fluorescence
intensity as detected by flow cytometry (Fig. 5c)18. BrdU and
Ki-67 assays can assess cell proliferation both on- and off-
nanoneedle47. Similar to viability assays, proliferation in vivo
after nanoinjection can be quantified with bioluminescent
imaging or immunohistochemistry via Ki-67 staining.

Activation
Some immune cells activate after nanoinjection. Combining
fluorescence microscopy, SEM and FIB-SEM has demonstrated
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nanoneedle-induced morphological changes of bone
marrow–derived macrophages (BMDMs) in vitro207,208.
Luminex-based cytokine/chemokine analysis has shown
reduced secretion of tumor necrosis factor-α, IL-1α, IL-12,
CCL-2 and CXCL1 by BMDMs cultured on nanoneedles.
Upon nanoinjection, BMDMs exhibited enhanced phagocy-
tosis of fluorescent microspheres and decreased cell area with
multiple actin protrusions208. In addition, immunostaining of
histological tissue sections demonstrated that the expression
ratio of Arg-1 to inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS)
increased in macrophages adjacent to nanoneedle implants.
Collectively, these results indicate that nanoneedles can mod-
ulate macrophage polarization. Nanoneedle-decorated TiO2

microparticles can stimulate and amplify both in vitro and
in vivo immune-cell responses, exerting mechanical stress that
results in potassium efflux and inflammasome activation in
macrophages and dendritic cells during phagocytosis209. Flow
cytometry after immunostaining of key surface markers (e.g.,
CD44 and CD25) and major inflammatory cytokines (e.g.,
interferon-γ and tumor necrosis factor-α) showed no sig-
nificant T-cell activation induced by short-term nanoneedle
interfacing18. Microarray analysis showed no significantly up-
or downregulated genes in CD34+ human hematopoietic stem
cells after nanostraw treatment (Fig. 5d)19. RNAseq data 24 h
after nanostraw-electroporation treatment demonstrated
minimal perturbation on immune‐associated genes in
Jurkat cells6.

Histological analysis of sections of the tissue surface can
determine the degree of cell death and impact on tissue
architecture of nanoinjection26. Intraperitoneal luminol injec-
tion after nanoinjection allows quantitative and longitudinal
assessment of acute inflammation induced by neutrophil
infiltration in vivo, by using noninvasive bioluminescence
imaging26,27. Combining luminol with lucigenin could give a
more complete assessment of inflammation because it can
assess chronic inflammation associated with macrophage
infiltration (not yet attempted). Established fluorescence
microscopy assays for live-dead analysis and caspase activation
should be directly applicable to nanoinjection on tissue sur-
faces, alongside histological analysis of proliferation through
Ki-67 staining (also not yet attempted).

Methods to evaluate delivery
It is important to distinguish between response and the effi-
ciency of nanoneedles in transferring bioactive cargoes across
the cell membrane (delivery). The efficiency and localization of
delivery of the payload into the cells does not determine
whether the integrity of the cargo is maintained. Precise
localization after delivery determines the likelihood that the
cargo will interact with its molecular target and subsequently
produce the desired molecular effect.

Multiple nucleic acids have been nanoinjected, including
pDNAs18,30,39,100,122, single-stranded DNAs13, double-stranded
DNAs16, siRNAs14,108,145 and mRNAs12,13, into several cell
types in vitro (e.g., hMSCs108, HeLa26,122 cells and primary
neurons12,16) and tissues in vivo26,27. Nucleic acids conjugated
with fluorophores (e.g., FAM, Cy5 and FITC) enable delivery
tracking at subcellular resolution by optical microscopy

and delivery efficiency to be quantified by microscopy
(Fig. 5e)12–14,28,30 and flow cytometry13,100,122. Fluorescent
labeling of siRNAs and endocytic vesicle proteins enables
evaluation of the fate of nanoinjected payloads, through co-
localization analysis by confocal fluorescence microscopy108.

Nanoinjected fluorescent proteins (GFP and RFP) can be
detected in hard-to-transfect cancer cells (T47D and HepG2,
respectively) by fluorescence microscopy or flow cytometry122.
A similar approach can measure the delivery efficiency of
fluorescently tagged proteins (e.g., AF488-IgG, AF647-STIM1
cytosolic fragments) on the basis of the intensity of the fluor-
escent tags. The efficiency of nanoinjection for labeled nucleic
acid/protein complex (ATTO550-tagged Cas9 RNP) into
GPE86 fibroblasts was measured via confocal microscopy
(on-nanoneedle) and flow cytometry (off-nanoneedle)13.

Confocal microscopy can analyze the efficiency and kinetics
of nanoinjection of nanoparticles (fluorescent QDs and
nanodiamonds)136,210.Quantifying the fraction of cells labeled
after the nanoinjection of DNA-adduct dyes (e.g., EthD-1 and
PI) and fluorescently tagged biomolecules (e.g., dextran) can
evaluate delivery efficiency15,28,30,34,164,211. It is possible to
visualize the location of payload delivery at the
cell–nanoneedle interface with subcellular resolution and to
gauge nanoinjection efficiency through the nanoinjection of
Co2+ ions as fluorescence-quenching agents into GFP-
expressing cells162. The Co2+ ions diffuse into cytosol from
the locations where the membrane is disrupted, forming dis-
tinct quenching spots detectable by live fluorescence
microscopy.

An NIR fluorescent dye nanoinjected on murine skin and
muscle sites was monitored over 100 h by live NIR imaging
(Fig. 5f), enabling evaluation of its diffusion kinetics at the
nanoinjection site27,136. Immunofluorescence analysis of his-
tological tissue sections enables ex vivo imaging of delivered
fluorescent payloads (e.g., dextran-FITC and nanoparticles) to
evaluate the localization of payloads nanoninjected in an
in vivo setting (Fig. 5g)136,143.

Methods to evaluate response
Evaluating response determines whether a nanoinjected cargo
has engaged the molecular target and induced the desired
molecular response. It is the cumulative consequence of
interfacing, compatibility and delivery to a desired cellular
compartment, combined with the activity of the delivered
cargo. Assessing response in isolation is sufficient to determine
the effectiveness of a nanoinjection approach but does not
identify which components of nanoinjection could be further
optimized to maximize efficiency.

Expression of exogenous genes can indicate successful
transfection of nanoinjected nucleic acids. Reporter (e.g., GFP)
pDNAs are commonly used in various cell types, with GFP
signal typically detected 24–48 h after interfacing via fluores-
cence microscopy and flow cytometry. Sequential or repeated
pDNA (pGFP and pRFP) delivery has been monitored via live-
cell imaging30. Expression of mRNAs has been detected as
early as 5 min after nanoinjection. Ratiometric cotransfection
of mRNAs that encode either GFP or mCherry has been
tracked by fluorescence microscopy and flow cytometry,
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highlighting that both the quantity of cargoes delivered and the
ratios between those cargoes can be closely controlled through
nanostraw–nanoelectroporation systems12. For genes without a
detectable fluorescent tag, homogeneous assays such as qPCR
and western blot can determine gene expression.

RNA interference via siRNAs/shRNAs has been widely used
to silence the expression of specific genes in target cells. qPCR
can evaluate gene-silencing efficiency by measuring the abun-
dance of mRNAs from the target transcripts. In situ cell lysis
on nanoneedles is a simple and effective way to extract total
RNA for qPCR analysis. Alternatively, immunofluorescence-
based detection (e.g., western blot and flow cytometry) is a
complementary method to qPCR, which detects gene silencing
at the protein level. Western blot and qPCR can be combined
to estimate the efficiency of siRNA nanoinjection into a range
of cell types (e.g., targeting vascular endothelial growth fac-
tor122). An in-cell western assay gave a reduced fluorescent
signal from GAPDH in HeLa cells, confirming the silencing of
GAPDH expression (with 80% efficiency) induced by
nanoinjected siRNAs (Fig. 5h)26. Nanoinjection of pDNAs
encoding YFP- and CFP-silencing shRNA sequences induced
YFP expression and reduced CFP fluorescence intensity mea-
sured by fluorescence microscopy in CFP-reporter CHO-
K1 cells212. A bioluminescence assay demonstrated luciferase
gene knockdown in response to nanoinjected siRNAs in A549-
luc cells that stably expressed luciferase gene121.

CRISPR–Cas9 gene-editing tools (e.g, Cas9 RNP) have been
delivered into HEK293, GPE86 and K562 3.21 cells via
nanoinjection12,13,213. T7 endonuclease 1 (T7E1) assay and
Sanger sequencing validated the site-specific cleavage of target
genes (e.g., PPIB), demonstrating successful ex vivo gene
editing by nanoinjected Cas9 RNPs12,213.

Fluorescence microscopy and mass spectrometry can probe
the intracellular activity of enzymes (e.g., caspase 3, phospha-
tase, protein kinase and cathepsin B) in situ on nano-
needles17,60. Cargoes participating in cell metabolism can be
detected via their products. UDP-azidosugar, a cell-
impermeable secondary metabolite, has been delivered via
nanoneedles to probe the activity of the specific enzyme gly-
cosyltransferase; the metabolic product, with sialic acid groups
on cell-surface glycoproteins, can be detected by fluorophore-
modified dibenzylcyclooctyne via click chemistry214. Fluores-
cence microscopy has been used to validate the function of
nanoneedle-introduced Cre recombinases in 293.RxG cells; the
Cre recombinases facilitated the excision of the RFP
gene flanked by two loxP sites, transforming the cells to
express GFP113.

Using nuclear IRF3, nuclear factor-κB immunofluorescence
and DAPI staining, it was shown that nanoinjection of a Polo-
like kinase (Plk) inhibitor (BI 2536) blocked the nuclear
translocation of IRF3 but not nuclear factor-κB, suggesting the
essential role of Plk2 and Plk4 in regulating IRF3-involved
antiviral gene expression in bone-marrow-derived
dendritic cells144.

Molecular beacons have been delivered by nanoinjection to
detect specific mRNA sequences in the cytosol, on the basis of
RNA hybridization215. By measuring the fluorescence intensity
of nanoinjected molecular beacons by fluorescence

microscopy, the survivin mRNA level was tracked and quan-
tified in MCF-7 cells. A nanoneedle-based in situ hybridization
technique (inCell-Biopsy) has been developed to enable
detection of changes in intracellular miRNA expression177;
such a technique can profile miRNAs with relative spatial
dynamics in associated cell populations—such as astrocytes
and neurons—in fresh hippocampus slices (Fig. 5i)216. Gene
expression analysis by qPCR enabled detection of the VEGF
expression profile after nanoinjection to mouse muscle26.

Methods to evaluate function
Methods to evaluate function determine the ultimate effec-
tiveness of nanoinjection to impart the desired phenotype on a
biological system of interest26,135,145. The assays and metrics to
evaluate function are determined by the desired biological
function and hence differ depending on individual application
(two examples are shown in Fig. 5j,k). In addition, such
approaches are typically based on established assays; thus, we
do not have space to discuss all the options here.

Concluding remarks
This tutorial consolidates existing and emerging knowledge
into best practice, providing guidance on the experimental
nanoinjection workflow for comparing performance across
methods to promote the reliability and reproducibility of future
research findings. The tutorial thus provides the details
required to broaden the adoption of nanoinjection across
multiple communities.

Data availability
This paper does not include previously unpublished results.
Thus, no data in raw format are made available.
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